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Abstract  

A damage detection approach based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN), using the 
statistics of structural dynamic responses as the damage index, is proposed in this 
study for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). Based on the sensitivity analysis, the 
feasibility of using the changes of variances and covariance of dynamic responses of 
railway bridges under moving trains as the indices for damage detection is evaluated. 
A FE Model of a one-span simply supported beam bridge is built, considering both 
single damage case and multi-damage case. A Back-Propagation Neural Network 
(BPNN) is designed and trained to simulate the detection process. A series of 
numerical tests on the FE model with different train properties prove the validity and 
efficiency of the proposed approach. The results show not only that the trained ANN 
together with the statistics can correctly estimate the location and severity of damage 
in the structure, but also that the identification of the damage location is more difficult 
than that of the damage severity. In summary, it is concluded that the use 
of statistical property of structural dynamic response as damage index with the 
Artificial Neural Network as detection tool for damage detection is reliable and 
effective. 
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1  
 
Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Large amount of railway bridges have been constructed all over the world with the 
blowout development of high-speed railway industry in the past decades. Those 
bridge structures, prone to damage and deterioration during service lives due to 
factors such as significantly heavy load of passing trains and fatigue, are suppose to 
be in danger when inevitably confronted with the risk of small damage accumulations, 
not to mention the threaten of strong earthquakes or hurricanes. Damage 
identification, which attempts to determine the occurrence, location and the severity 
of any damage thus strongly related to the Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), has 
aroused considerable interest to civil engineers since large quantity of structures 
need to be monitored before disastrous failure occurs.  

In engineering practice, some traditional inspection methods such as ultrasonic 
testing, gamma radiation and X-ray testing are generally adopted. However, these 
methods are only efficient in local damage detections rather than global ones [1]. 
Thus, they cannot be used for monitoring the degradation of global performance. 
Material damage is known to result in changes in physical properties of the structure 
such as the stiffness or the damping coefficient, which in turn will modify the 
responses (including displacements, velocities and accelerations), and the dynamic 
characteristics (such as natural frequencies and mode shapes) of a structure. The 
main principle behind the non-destructive vibration-based damage identification is to 
use the changes in responses or dynamic characteristics. In a simple supported 
beam finite element model, the vibration response at middle span would perform 
distinct regular variation (Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2). 

Chapter 
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Figure 1.1: Maximum displacements at bridge midpoint under different damage cases 

 

Figure 1.2: Maximum accelerations at bridge midpoint under different damage cases 
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1.2 Literature Review 

Recently, large volume of identification approaches has been developed and they are 
generally classified into two groups according to their reliability on the structure 
model:  model-based methods and Signal-based methods [2]. 

Model-based methods are used for identification mainly in the basis of modal 
parameters alteration, frequencies or modal shapes, to name a few. Cawley P. and 
Adams R. et al. [3] firstly used frequency changes as damage indices. Then M. 
Dilena and A. Morass et al. [4] also drew attention to this method. It turns out that, 
damage can be detected but cannot be localized by changes of frequency. Then, 
engineers turned their attention to mode shapes as a more accurate feature of 
structures. R. Perera and C. Hurerta et al. [5] carried out research on modal scale 
factor (MSF) and Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) based-on mode shapes 
correlation. They also developed a new index refer to local modal stiffness, which is 
dependent on both frequencies and mode shapes. The results show that the MAC 
index is sensitive to damage when obtained from precise higher order mode shapes, 
which are only achievable in laboratory condition under control. Modified modal 
properties indices as alternative approaches were figured out by engineers, for 
instance, mode shape curvature (MSC) [6] and mode strain energy (MSE) [7], 
unfortunately are considerably sensitive to measurement noise, as well as to damage 
in lower order modes. H. Xia and J.W. Zhan et al.  [8] carried out research on railway 
bridges based on train-induced bridge response and sensitivity analysis, and proved 
this FE model updating damage identification is insensitive to the track irregularity 
and the measurement noise. Some of these mode-based methods having been 
confirmed to be feasible in damage identification when applied to certain bridge 
structures, yet, would be influenced by the deficiency of FE models and inaccuracy of 
the measurements. 

Signal-based methods, in contrast, detect damage by comparing structural response 
before and after the damage in time domain, instead of by utilizing the information on 
the structural model [2]. In the past few decades, abundant researches have been 
devoted to the Artificial Neural network (ANN) aided damage identification method, a 
typical approach without knowing mode features. It is algorithms that are able to 
implicitly detect complex nonlinear relationships between dependent and 
independent variables, plus with the capability of self-learning and fault-tolerance. 
These benefits make it appropriate for minimizing the negative impacts of 
measurements noise and incomplete model information. W.T Yeung and J.W. Smith 
et al. [9] used unsupervised neural network for pattern recognition with the data flow 
generated by instruments installed on Tsing Ma Bridge for the sake of continuous 
examine structural performances. It is shown that the efficiency of the neural 
networks may be adjusted so that a desirable rate of damage detection may be 
approached even in the presence of noises signals. Given that damage does not 
occur as a Boolean relation (one of two values, true or false) but progressively, M.M 
Reda and J. Lucero et al. [10] introduce a method by supplementing ANN aided 
identification with fuzzy set in purpose of accommodating uncertainty associate with 
the ambiguous damage states. Accelerations from sensors distributed over the bridge 
are analyzed using a wavelet-neural network module to establish patterns of dynamic 
behavior of the bridge. They examined the technology using data simulated from 
finite element analysis of pre-stressed concrete bridge without a prior knowledge of 
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damage level and proved it capable of identifying damage accurately. L. Peng et al. 
[11] introduced probabilistic neural networks to process dynamic signals from a data 
collection system. He defined the damage cases into 16 categories by grouping 
neighboring elements to facilitate the Probabilistic neural networks easy implement. 
The limitation of Peng’s study is that number of categories may not include all types 
of structural damage and only single damages can be detected. Marijana H.et al. [12] 
implemented a multilayer perception (MLP) neural network to model the relationship 
between the structure parameters (natural period, elastic base shear capacity, post-
elastic stiffness and damping) of an SDOF model and the damage ratio (DR) 
coefficient. A new original formula for damage ratio coefficient is employed for 
performing sensitivity analysis on the trained MLP neural network to exam the 
damage level of a bridge after earthquake.  

1.3 Aim and Scope 

As summarized in the section above, there are large numbers of testing methods 
using structural vibration responses. More obstacles, nevertheless, still block the 
route to applications of vibration-based damage identification. For instance, ambient 
noise and operational defect may induce non-negligible effects on the vibration 
response of structures, which can probably conceal the changes caused by structural 
flaw. Furthermore, sets of high quality data measured from sophisticated finite 
element (FE) model or delicate laboratory model are necessary for a successful 
identification system.  

The main objective of the research reported herein is to investigate the possibility of 
using a novel damage identification methodology to exam the onset or existence of 
damage for a bridge based on displacement and acceleration response on account 
of a train passing the bridge. In this study, we select Back-propagation ANN (BPNN) 
aided method mainly due to its high ability of non-linear analysis and capacity of fault-
tolerance. In addition, statistical properties, variance (covariance) of bridge 
responses, are employed as damage indices for calculation in order to minimize the 
unfavorable effect of measurement errors. Statistical properties are set as input 
vectors into BPNN and damage status, including location and extent, are outputted to 
be results.  

To be specific, the questions that to be addressed in this study are: 

(1) Is it possible to detect damage from the response of a passing train? 
(2) What response shows the best potential (displacement, acceleration)? 
(3) Where are the damages easiest to detect? 
(4) How does the weight of the train influence the detection? 
(5) How sensitive are the results for changes in train properties, speeds, etc. 
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2  
 
Theory of Artificial Neural Network 

2.1 Artificial Neural Network 

An artificial neural network (ANN) is a mathematical model that is inspired by the 
structure of biological neural networks [13]. Originated from 1940’s, it has been used 
in wide range of areas such as modeling, pattern recognition and system control. 
Herein ANN is employed to estimate and predict the damage location and severity in 
bridge structures. 

There are several types of neural network and the traditional back-propagation neural 
network is adopted in this study. It is a multi-layer neural network (one input layer, 
one hidden layer and one output layer) and the structure of it is displayed as below. 
The unit in each layer (e.g. X1, X2…Z1, Z2…) is named neurons, which refer to 
inputs and output data in the mathematical model. Parameters (e.g. W1, W2) 
assigned to connection between neurons in two adjacent layers are defined as 
weights in neural network. Logsig function is utilized as transfer function f1 in hidden 
layer and Purelin function as f2 in output layer [14].  

 

Figure 2.1: Structure of Artificial Neural Network
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In this neural network, there two steps in Neural Network processing. First, the bridge 
covariance of vibration response (displacement and acceleration) is used in the input 
layer and then the damage location would be obtained from the output layer. Second, 
the determined damage location combined with covariance of bridge vibration 
response was inputted and damage severity is outputted.  

The operation mechanism of ANN is shown as below, which is also referred as 
supervised learning. Input a group of processed data and another specific group of 
data would be obtained from the output layer. The network is trained by adjusting the 
value of weights between different layers based on the comparison of output and the 
target. Target is the expected output and the training process would not terminate 
until the output approximate the target [14]. 

 

Figure 2.2: Process of Back-Propagation 

 

2.2 Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm 

Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm is used as the training algorithm of back-propagation 
due to its high convergent speed [18]. The basic function of network computation is:  

( , )i iy f x β=  (2.1)

In the process of comparison, error is calculated as: 

( , )i i i iT y T f xε β= − = −  (2.2)

Mean square error: 

2

1

1 ( ( , ))
m

i iMSE T f x
m

β= −∑  (2.3)

Like other numeric minimization algorithms, the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is an 
iterative procedure. To start a minimization the user has to provide an initial guess for 
the parameter vector β. In each step, the parameter vectorβ, is replaced by a new 
estimate, β+δ. To determine δ the function ( , ) ( , )i i if x f x Jβ δ β δ+ ≈ + , according to 
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Taylor series expansion when δ is very small, Where ( , )i
i

f xJ β
β

∂
=

∂
 is gradient respect 

to β. In vector notation,  

2 2 2|| ( ) || || ( ) ) || || ||MSE T f T f J Jβ δ β δ ε δ= − + = − − = − (2.4)

δ is thus the solution to a linear least squares problem: the minimum 2|| ||Jε δ−  is 
attained when Jε δ−  is orthogonal to the column space of J . This lead to 

( ) 0TJ Jε δ− = , which yields δ as the solution of the so-called normal equations 
T TJ J Jδ ε= . Finally augmented normal equation is obtained:  

( )T TJ J I Jλ δ ε+ =  (2.5)

λ is a damping term introduced by Levenberg and it functions as this: Initiate a 
damping term λ  in the first place, If updated parameter vector β+δ with δ computed 
by equation (2.5) is lead to a reduction in the errorε , the update is successful and 
the process repeats with a decreased damping term. Otherwise, the damping term is 
increased, the augmented normal equations are solved again and the process 
iterates until a value of δ that decreased error is found [15]. 

 

Figure 2.3: Flow chat of Levenberg-Marquardt iteration steps 
The L-M algorithm terminates when at least one of the following conditions is met: 

• A maximum number of iteration, Epoch is completed. 
• The error ∈ drops below a threshold ε1. 
• The magnitude of the gradient of error ∈ drops below a threshold ε2. 
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3  
 
Numerical Verification Example 

3.1 Finite element model 

The subject of this project is a railway bridge on the Bothnia Line (Botniabanan), 
named Banafjäl Bridge, simply supported with a 42 meters long span. Analysis is 
operated on a model of this bridge established in ABAQUS® to verify if the vibration 
signals functional well in damage detection. It is a 2-D modified simply supported 
model, shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: 2-D finite element model of Banafjäl Bridge 

In this FE model, there are totally 84 Euler-Bernoulli beam elements with element 
length of 0.5 m. Two spring elements are connected to ground at the left support in 
both vertical and horizontal directions to simulate support settlement, while a roller 
supports the other end. Four measure instruments are installed at four locations to 
record vibration signals. Equivalent parameters of are listed in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1: Parameters of bridge FE model 

Span 

[m] 
Area 
[m2] 

Moment of 
Inertial [m4] 

Density 
[kg/m3] 

Young's 
Modulus 

[GPa] 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

Damping 
Ratio 

42 0.57 0.62 31825 210 0.3 0.5% 
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Damage is introduced in the FE model by two concepts, damage location and 
damage severity. The damaged element number (1~86) is used to define damage 
location, relative reduction of element stiffness to define damage severity. The 
formula of damage severity is demonstrated as: 

( ) ( ) (1 ), (0 1, 1, 2,..., )i j j j
d unEI EI j nα α= − ≤ ≤ = (3.1)

Where n is the total number of the bridge elements, d and u denote damaged and 
undamaged respectively. 

A series of moving impulse are employed to simulate train-induced loads. Different 
types of trains, HSLM A1-A10 according to Eurocode [16] and the Swedish Steel 
Arrow Train [17] are adopted with speed ranging from 50 km/h to 120 km/h. Figure 
3.2 and Table 3.2 illustrate the HSLM-A train model and parameters, and Figure 3.3 
and Table 3.3 for Swedish Steel Arrow train. 

 

Figure 3.2: HSLM A Train Load and Configuration 

 

Table 3.2: HSLM A1-A10 Parameters 
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Figure 3.3: Swedish Steel Arrow Train Load and Configuration 

 

Table 3.3: Swedish Steel Arrow Train Parameters 

Coach Length 
D [m] 

Bogie axle 
spacing d [m] 

Bogie axle 
spacing s [m] 

Axle Load     
P1 [kN] 

Axle Load     
P2[kN] 

13.9 1.8 3.5 195 300 

 

White Gaussian Noise with zero mean and specified standard deviation is introduced 
to simulate the noise generated by measurement devices and ambient noise. The 
noise level up to 5% is applied in this example because the train-induced excitation is 
used in this condition [19]. 

0 ( )m c p cy y e N yσ= +  (3.2)

Where my is the polluted response; cy is intact response (i.e. response from FE 
model); pe , from 1% to 5%, is the ratio of standard deviation value between noise and 
signal; 0N is the standard normal distribution and ( )cyσ  is the standard deviation of 
unpolluted response. 

 

3.2 Damage indices 

From those four measuring points, acceleration and displacement are recorded and 
used for the analysis. For each vibration signal, time interval is 0.003tΔ =  and the 
times span is, 1.5 multiplied by time of trains passing over the bridge. The statistical 
properties of vibration signals were used as damage indices.  
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Figure 3.4: Displacement of one measurement from FE model 

From an undamaged system, after displacement ( )u
ix t  and acceleration &&xi

u(t)  is 
obtained, the variance and covariance of each value between measurements are 
calculated as Var ( ( )u

ix t ), Var ( &&xi
u(t)), Cov ( ( ), ( )u u

i jx t x t ), Cov ( &&xi
u (t), &&x j

u (t) ),). Take 
displacement as an example, there are totally 4 measurements, thus 10 variables 
including 4 variances values and 6 covariance values can be obtained [2]. 

Hereafter, damage is introduced and from this system, another 10 variables 
calculated as before. The changes between damaged system and undamaged 
system are computed as damage indices. Based on the data groups from 4 
measurements within a certain time, there are abundant group of damage indices. 
Those indices were divided into training samples (with targets) and test samples 
(without targets). The training samples would be used to train neural network and the 
testing sample would be used to verify neural network. 

There are two reasons to employ statistical properties as damage indices: first, it 
would improve sensitivity of damage indices largely; second, it eliminates negative 
impact caused by measurements theoretically [20] [21]. Take displacement as 
example again: 

var( ( )) var( ( )) var( ( ))u u u
i m i s i nx t x t x t= +  (3.3)

var( ( ))u
i mx t , var( ( ))u

i sx t and var( ( ))u
i nx t  are variance (covariance) of contaminated, 

intact and noise responses respectively. 

var( ( ))

var( ( )) var( ( ))

(var( ( )) var( ( )) ) (var( ( )) var( ( )) )

var( ( )) var( ( ))

i m
u d

i m i m
u u d d

i s i n i s i n
u d

i s i s

x t

x t x t

x t x t x t x t

x t x t

Δ

= −

= + − +

= −
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var( ( )) var( ( ))u d
i n i nx t x t=  if the same measured instruments are used. So the variance 

(covariance) of response caused by noise is expelled.  

3.3 Artificial Neural Network training process 

The general process of simulated damage detection is demonstrated in figure 3.4. A 
finite element model is developed according to Banafjäl Bridge in Sweden. After 
applying the simulated trainload, vibration response (i.e. acceleration and 
displacement) is obtained and combined with 1% to 5% noise to simulate 
contaminated data. The statistical approach is used to overcome modeling and 
measurement error. Within those data, part of them is selected as training sample 
and the rest of them are selected as testing sample. 

In the environment of MATLAB®, a kind of back-propagation neural network is 
established and trained with training samples and validated with testing samples. The 
training procedure is divided into two steps to reduce its complexity. In the first place, 
several groups of data with 10 variables in each group and simulated damage 
locations are used to train network number 1, which would be employed to detect 
damage location. Second, the simulated damage severity and those groups of data 
are used to train network number 2, which would be used to detect damage severity.  
After that, damage location would be detected from network number 1 and applied to 
test the reliability of network number 2, until both network number 1 and 2 are 
qualified enough to detect damage location and severity. 

When the neural network is well trained and is able to detect damage condition 
accurately, finally, the vibration response from a real bridge should be used in the 
prepared neural network.  

 

Figure 3.5 Flow chat of training Artificial Neural Network 
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4  
 
Sensitivity Verification 

In this chapter, the sensitivity of damage index is analyzed [22]. Firstly, the 
comparison of the variance of acceleration and displacement under train-induced 
moving loads is presented and then the sensitivity verification of damage index is 
carried out. In this chapter, the tests are all carried out for the train, Swedish Steel 
Arrow, passing along the bridge as described in chapter 3at a speed of 120 km/h. 

4.1 Sensitivity comparison of responses 

In general, acceleration and displacement of structural response is a function of the 
structural stiffness [36]. Nevertheless, the changes of variances of acceleration and 
displacement have different degrees of sensitivity with regard to the change of 
stiffness. The comparison is plotted in Figure 4.1. In these figures, 0.1 denotes the 
10% relative reduction of the element stiffness. It could be seen that when the 
stiffness changes, the change of variance of acceleration is much larger and more 
obvious than that of displacement. Therefore, for structural damage detection in this 
case, the variance of acceleration shows a higher degree of sensitivity to the change 
of stiffness and thus, is more suitable to be the damage index. 

 

Figure 4.1: The relationship between the changes of stiffness and the variances of 
acceleration and displacement of bridge midpoint

00.10.20.30.40.50.60.7
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Δ
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/σ
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However, in further studies, it has been found that the relative degree of sensitivity of 
parameters from acceleration and displacement is dependent on the type and speed 
of the passing train. Therefore, it would be good to test the sensitivity of different 
types of response before analysis if there were changes in model properties. 

4.2 Sensitivity Verification of damage index 

In order to verify the feasibility of using the changes of variances and covariance of 
the structural dynamic response as damage indices, six different single damage 
cases as shown in Table 4.1 are numerically simulated on the FE model. Since this 
bridge model is symmetric, for the sake of concision, in this part damage is only 
introduced in the left half of bridge beams. In first two cases, the damage element is 
near the left support. In case 3 and case 4, it is around the quarter span and in last 
two, the damage location is quite close to the mid-span. For each case, the damage 
severity of the damaged element stiffness varies from 10% up to 60% with 10% as 
the interval. These damage cases cover all possible damage location and severity. 

Table 4.1: Damage cases for sensitivity verification of damage index 

Damage Case Damage Location Damage Severity 

1 Element 4 10%, 20%...60% 

2 Element 10 10%, 20%...60% 

3 Element 15 10%, 20%...60% 

4 Element 23 10%, 20%...60% 

5 Element 31 10%, 20%...60% 

6 Element 42 10%, 20%...60% 

 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 plot the relationship between damage indices and damage 
severity in each damage case, respectively. For concision, only one of each index is 
selected in this part. The shown damage index in Figure 4.2 is the change of the 
variance of vertical acceleration at the midpoint, while in Figure 4.3 is the change of 
the covariance between the vertical acceleration at midpoint (measuring point 2) and 
the left quarter-point (measuring point 1) as introduced in chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.2: The relationship between the change of the variance (measuring point 2) and the 
damage severity 

 

Figure 4.3: The relationship between the change of the covariance (between measuring point 
1 and 2) and the damage severity 

 

It could be observed from these two figures that in the same damage case, each 
damage index changes obviously with the increasing damage severity. In addition, for 
the same damage severity but in different damage locations, these damage indices 
vary obviously as well. Artificial neural network (ANN) has a strong capacity of non-
linear modeling and self-learning, high fault tolerance and robust, which can be used 
to explore the variation. Consequently, the damage indices selected in this paper is 
feasible for damage detections. 
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5  
 
Analysis and results 

In order to validate the method, a series of numerical simulations of damage 
detection processes, considering both single damage cases and multi-damage cases, 
are performed on the one-span simply supported beam bridge described in Chapter 3.  

In the first section, the dynamic responses are computed in ABAQUS® for many train 
models at different speeds. Secondly, the damage detection considering single 
damage case is presented and the influences of damage location, level of noise and 
train properties on the reliability of detection result are investigated, respectively. 
Finally, in the last section, the analysis of multi-damage case is described. The 
detection programs are all run in the neural network toolbox of MATLAB®. 

5.1 Dynamic Response 

In this section, the Swedish Steel Arrow and HSLM-A trains are to be run across the 
bridge to carry out the dynamic analysis as indicated in the Swedish code BV Bro [17] 
and Eurocode [16]. The maximum absolute vertical displacements of the midpoint are 
plotted in Figure 5.1. Obviously, the most unfavorable train is the Steel Arrow train as 
it has a displacement peak higher than 50 mm corresponding to the resonant speed 
of 120 km/h. It is for this reason that the analysis will begin with this condition. 

 
Figure 5.1: Dynamic response of bridge midpoint under different train properties
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5.2 Detection of single damage 

The amount of hidden layers and the neurons in each hidden layer of the BPNN are 
decided via trial training. There is a rough range of the number of neurons n in one 
hidden layer: 

0.5 × h ≤ n ≤ 3× h (5.1)

Where, h denotes the number of nodes in the input layer, n denotes the number of 
neurons in one hidden layer. In this part of chapter, for each step, a one-hidden-layer 
Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) is set up and trained. The selected 
BPNNs consist of 19 neurons and 23 neurons in the hidden layer for location 
detection and severity detection, respectively. 

5.2.1 Single damage samples 

In section 5.2, single damage condition is considered which means in each damage 
case only one element is damaged. Large disastrous failure is usually resulted from 
small damage accumulations. Therefore, it is much more important to be able to 
detect the small level of damage within structures. Additionally, large damages will 
obviously worsen the performance of the structure, so it can be easily detected. Thus, 
the reduction in structural stiffness is defined within the range of 10% to 60%.  

There are 84 beam elements and 2 spring elements in the model. In summary, for a 
certain type of train passing at a certain speed, there are totally 516 different damage 
scenarios for the training and testing of BPNN as shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Damage scenarios of BPNN for damage detection 

Damage Case# Damaged Element Damage Severity 
1 1 10% 
2 1 20% 
3 1 30% 
4 1 40% 
5 1 50% 
6 1 60% 
7 2 10% 
8 2 20% 
… … … 

509 85 50% 
510 85 60% 
511 86 10% 
512 86 20% 
513 86 30% 
514 86 40% 
515 86 50% 
516 86 60% 
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In order to reduce the burden of neural networks and to improve the efficiency of 
training neural networks, it is necessary to use fewer samples to describe the whole 
damage case space. Therefore, 100 testing samples are randomly selected from the 
whole damage scenarios and the rest are given to the BPNN for the training process. 

5.2.2 Influence of the damage location 

The goal of this part is to find the most difficult part of bridge for damage detection. 
Noise free cases are generated and analyzed. Three situations depicted in Figure 5.2 
are examined and compared. At first, the only damaged element may locate in any 
part of the bridge model including 84 beam elements and two spring elements. Then 
in the second situation, the possible damage area is confined to the middle 74 beam 
elements. This means that those scenarios where damage occurs in the first five 
elements, which are mostly close to the two supports as well as two spring elements 
(that is twelve elements in total), will be removed from the sample group. In the last 
situation, this restriction has been further constrained to the middle 64 beam 
elements. 

In Figure 5.3, it is the detection result under these three conditions, respectively from 
left to the right. The x-axis, hereby and later in other damage location detection 
figures, represents the relative distance between the detected location and the pre-
defined location, which is calculated by: 

2 1D N N= −  (5.2)

Where, D is the relative distance, N2 is the detected damaged element number and 
N1 is the pre-defined damaged element number. The y-axis, hereby and later in other 
damage location detection figures, represents the percentage showing how many 
testing results give a certain distance. The result means better if the configuration of 
envelope curve is thinner and taller at the zero value, which indicates that the 
damage location has been exactly identified. 

 

Figure 5.2: Layout of three scenarios 

It is obvious that most results give a high reliable result within a difference of one 
element around the target element. Furthermore, as the restriction develops, the 
relative distance converges to the zero value. This trend is much clearer when the 
three envelop curves are plotted together in Figure 5.4.  

Conclusion could be drawn from Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 that the damage occurred 
in the middle part of the bridge is easier to be detected. There are two reasons 
related to this phenomenon. Firstly, the beams near supports shows very small 
response even when confront to very large loads. The other reason is that, for the 
spring support has a different behavior mechanism other than beam. Moreover, since 
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there are relatively much more beam elements than springs, the self-learning system 
of BPNN will consider it from the view of beam-type structure and thus give an 
incorrect detection result. 

 

Figure 5.3: Distribution of the damage location detection 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Envelop curves of the damage location detection 
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Based on the above conclusions, all the analyses are under the second situation, in 
which the possible damaged area is within the middle 74 elements. This gives a 
scenario group composed of 344 training samples and 100 testing samples. 

5.2.3 Influence of the noise 

Factor considered in this part is the level of noise. White Gaussian noise is added to 
the original response of the bridge in order to simulate the uncertainties in FE model 
and measurements. The disturbance level is assumed low, because responses are 
recorded under train-induced vibration. Accordingly, the noise levels are set to be 1% 
3% and 5%. However, in this part, only the 1% and 5% cases are presented in 
figures from Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.8. 

Depicted in Figure 5.5 is the result of identified damage locations when 1% level of 
noise is added. More than 60% of testing samples have been exactly identified while 
most others are within a difference range of two elements, which represents one 
meter from the target locations. The severity identification results are shown in Figure 
5.6. From the graph on the left, apparently it is more difficult to detect damages 
occurred near supports as concluded in section 5.2.2. To make it clearer, for each 
level of damage extent, a distribution is extracted and plotted in right part. Those 
results with a relative error larger than 5% are colored red. Most results have an error 
smaller than 5%, which is of high degree of reliability. 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 represent the same as Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, 
respectively, but with a noise level of 5%. It could be seen that, for the location 
detection, the percentage of exactly correct identification has dropped to 27%, and 
moreover relative distances have spread out, which means the disturbance caused 
by noise are much more severe. This is also the situation of severity identification. 

 

Figure 5.5: Distribution of the damage location detection with 1% level of noise 
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of damage severity detection with 1% level of noise 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Distribution of damage location detection with 5% level of noise 
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of damage severity detection with 5% level of noise 

Four conclusions can be obtained from these four figures. First, the noise has a 
strong influence on the reliability of damage detection result. Therefore, for increasing 
the accuracy of the identification, controls of measurement noise and a more refined 
3D FE model are necessary. Secondly, it can also be seen that if the damage 
location is correctly detected, then the damage severity detection will also be exact. 
In addition, the conclusion obtained in section 5.2.2, the damage occurred in the 
middle part of the bridge is easier to be detected, can be proved from the two 
regression plots of damage severity detection. The last one is, when the damage 
extent is larger than 50%, the detection will be easier. 

5.2.4 Influence of the train properties 

The effects that the train properties have on the dynamic behavior of the bridge and 
the damage detection reliability will be evaluated. The two main parameters of 
interest in this work that will influence the response are the train speed and the train 
weight, which will be analyzed in the following two parts, respectively. Listed in Table 
5.2 are the conditions that are evaluated according to their response amplitudes. 

Table 5.2: Evaluated conditions 

Train Properties Noise Level 
Type Speed [km/h] 0% 1% 3% 5% 

Swedish 
Steel Arrow 

120 √ √ √ √ 
80 √ √ √ √ 
60 √ √ √ √ 
50 √ √ √ √ 

HSLM A-1 120 √ √ x x 
HSLM A-10 120 √ √ x x 
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Looking at the result of error range set to be two plotted in Figure 5.10, it is palpable 
that if there is no contamination by noise (0% noise); results always show a very high 
accuracy regardless of how large the dynamic response is. Moreover, for small levels 
of noise added, for instance, 1% and 3% in this example, accuracy is corresponding 
to the amplitude of dynamic responses as in Figure 5.9. This gives the conclusion 
that the larger the dynamic response is the higher reliability the detection is. 
Nevertheless, this phenomenon disappears little by little with increasing level of noise. 
This proves, from another perspective, the noise has a great effect on the detection 
method proposed in this study. 

Table 5.3: Detection accuracy for the Steel Arrow train 

Train 
Param. 

Train Type Swedish Steel Arrow 
Train 120 km/h 80 km/h 

  Error 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Noise 
Level 

0% 96.0% 96.0% 96.0% 95.0% 96.0% 96.0%
1% 84.0% 89.4% 89.4% 72.0% 78.0% 79.0%
3% 69.1% 74.5% 78.7% 57.0% 68.0% 69.0%
5% 52.1% 66.0% 70.2% 51.0% 65.0% 71.0%

Train 
Param. 

Train Type Swedish Steel Arrow 
Train 60 km/h 50 km/h 

  Error 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Noise 
Level 

0% 93.0% 95.0% 96.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
1% 76.6% 86.2% 88.3% 72.3% 75.5% 76.6%
3% 56.4% 73.4% 78.7% 59.0% 69.0% 70.0%
5% 38.0% 48.0% 56.0% 47.0% 59.0% 64.0%

 

5.2.4.2 Train weight 

In this study, the contribution of trains is modeled as a series of moving load. Hence, 
the train weight is expressed as the axle loads here. Three different train models are 
analyzed in this section, Swedish Steel Arrow, HSLM A-10 and HSLM A-1 with their 
main axle loads of 300 kN, 210 kN and 170 kN, respectively. For the sake of 
concision, conditions with 0% and 1% levels of noise are evaluated, respectively. 

Results are listed in  

Table 5.4 and in Figure 5.11: Accuracy of the detection for different types of train 
mode in which the accuracy has the same definition as in section 5.2.4.1. It is 
obvious that the higher the axle load is, the larger the dynamic response is, so that 
the higher accuracy can be reached. From section 5.2.4.1 and 5.2.4.2, it can be 
concluded that the actual factor that affects the accuracy of damage detection is the 
amplitude of dynamic response. Consequently, in order to obtain high reliability 
detection, the dynamic response measured under or close to resonant condition is 
preferred.  
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Table 5.5: Detection results of element 39 with 20% damage 

Case# Speed Noise Level Element (39) Severity (20%) 
1 

50 
1% 39 20% 

2 3% 41 20% 
3 5% 40 20% 
4 

60 
1% 39 20% 

5 3% 39 20% 
6 5% 36 21% 
7 

80 
1% 39 20% 

8 3% 39 21% 
9 5% 36 21% 
10 

120 
1% 39 20% 

11 3% 39 20% 
12 5% 43 22% 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Relative error of two steps (element 39, 20% reduction) 

Then in the second scenario, a larger damage, 40% stiffness reduction, is introduced 
to element 72. This location is near the right support. Results are shown in Table 5.6 
and Figure 5.13. Although the max relative error is 3 elements, location detections 
are not as exact as the case of element 39. And also, severity detections show the 
same condition. 
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Table 5.6: Detection results of element 72 with 40% damage 

Case# Speed Noise Level Element (72) Severity (40%)
1 

50 
1% 75 49% 

2 3% 72 40% 
3 5% 72 40% 
4 

60 
1% 71 37% 

5 3% 73 43% 
6 5% 70 41% 
7 

80 
1% 75 49% 

8 3% 72 42% 
9 5% 71 36% 
10 

120 
1% 72 39% 

11 3% 73 43% 
12 5% 74 48% 

 

 

Figure 5.13: Relative error of two steps (element 72, 40% reduction) 

Observed from the above two examples, following conclusions extracted from 
previous sections could be confirmed. First, it is feasible to use the proposed method 
in damage detection. Secondly the damage occurred near supports are more difficult 
to be detected. Moreover, the last one is if the location is correctly identified, then the 
severity will be more likely to be exactly identified. 
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5.3 Detection of multi-damage 

In this section, multi-damage case is considered and discussed. Based on the 
conclusion obtained previously, the part of interest is the damage location 
identification. The case that two damages happened in beams is considered. The 
way to introduce two damages into structure is shown in Figure 5.14. Damages only 
occur in the middle 74 elements as previous. The bridge is divided into two parts 
equally and then one element is selected randomly from each part. The damage 
extent is also randomly defined for each selected element within the range of 10% to 
60% decrease of structural stiffness. 

 

Figure 5.14: Damage assignment of two damage scenarios 

Due to its complication of the two-damage, BPNN consisting of two hidden layers, 19 
neurons in the first hidden layer and 25 neurons in the second hidden layer, is 
adopted in this part of evaluation accounting for its faster convergence speed and 
higher identification precision. 

 

Figure 5.15: Relative detection errors of two damages cases 

Knowing from the conclusion received from single damage cases, Swedish Steel 
Arrow train runs across the bridge at the speed of 120 Km/h to get a resonance peak 
value of response. Noise-free condition is considered. In summary, 900 training and 
validating samples together with 100 testing samples are simulated. Results are 
shown in Figure 5.15. Pink nodes represent the relative error of the first location, and 
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blue nodes denote that of the second location. Each pair of nodes represents one 
damage case. Error range equals to two if the relative errors of both two damage 
locations are less than two elements. Based on this, 79% of testing samples have 
been accurately identified. 

Concluded from the above example, the proposed method is applicable to the multi-
damage detection as well. However, it is not as accurate as single damage cases. To 
improve the identification reliability, a refined FE model is required and more damage 
indices in the input layer of BPNN are suggested.  
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6  
 
Conclusions and Suggestions for 
Further Research 

6.1 Conclusions 

In this study, a damage detection approach using Artificial Neural Network and train-
induced vibrations for bridges is proposed. Damage indices, which are changes of 
the variance and covariance of structural dynamic response, were adopted as input 
of ANN and the location and the level of damage as output. Samples with pre-defined 
reduction in stiffness were used to train and validate the neural network to develop its 
ability to identify structure damages. Sensitivity evaluation has been carried out to 
verify the feasibility of damage indices. Additionally, in the numerical simulation, 
influences of damage location, level of noise, and train properties on damage 
identification reliability have been investigated. From the study and analysis carried 
out in this work, taking into account the limitations, the following conclusions can be 
drawn: 

(1) The methodology of using Artificial Neural Network based on variance 
(covariance) of structural response for damage identification is reliable and 
effective. Meanwhile, these responses can be easily obtained only by using 
existing technology. No additional equipment or technical support is required. 
Therefore, in practical applications this is feasible. 

(2) Both damage location and severity is detectable. The general reliability mainly 
depends on the accuracy of location. 

(3) Both displacement and acceleration are of great potential to be used for detection. 
The choice depends on whose statistical property is more sensitive to damage.  
Additionally, this relative sensitive is affected by the type and speed of passing 
train as well as bridge model.  

(4) The damage in the middle area of bridge is easier to be detected than that near 
the support. Unfortunately, the network trained here could not detect the 
settlement of supports due to their different behavior mechanism from beam-type 
structures.  

Chapter 
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(5) The reliability of detection is sensitive to train properties (speed, type). The closer 
to the resonance, the higher is the accuracy. This is, for certain, because the 
dynamic response reaches the peak value at resonance. 

(6) Certain detection errors are obviously induced by high level of measurement 
noise. 

 Although in theory the feasibility of the proposed damage identification method is 
encouraging, when it is applied in practice, the following aspects should be 
considered: 

(1) When this method is applied in real civil structures, which are larger and more 
complicated, the needed measuring points and the number of inputs may be 
significantly increased.  

(2) A large structure can be reasonably divided into several levels of substructures. 
For the damage in each substructure, different ANNs are trained for detection, 
respectively. 

(3) The train should be the same and run across the bridge at the same constant 
speed before and after damage, ensuring the same loads on the bridge. 

(4) Disturbing environmental influence should be minimized and measuring 
instrument must be well calibrated. 

6.2 Suggestions for further research 

The identifying method is not yet fully developed and in need of further work. Our 
work is limited on the theoretical level, so naturally the next step is to validate its 
efficiency with some response from a real bridge. 

One more research that is well suggested to be performed is identifying multiple 
damages. Work in this study mainly focuses on single damage case. However, that 
several damages existing on a real bridge at the same time is common. Three 
aspects may be improved: a refined 3D finite element model, more inputs of ANN, 
and more training samples. 

Detection of damage and settlement in bridge supports would be interesting to 
investigate in future research. For this purpose, it is better to establish a new ANN for 
this kind of damage separately. 

Finally, the influence of the track stiffness and the track irregularities is another factor 
worth studying in the further that was not considered in this work. 
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A.  
 
MATLAB script 

A.1 ModelCreating.m 
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
bridge=[42 31825 2.1e11 0.62 0.57 0.5 5e12]; 
%[length density E I area damage_length SpringStiffness] 
material='steel'; 
inst='beam-1'; 
train=[11,80]; 
%[type, velocity] 
Node=85; %# of nodes of the main beams 
ext=0:0.1:0.6; %beam damage extent, between 0 and 1. 
ext_spr=0.1:0.1:0.4; %spring support damage extent, between 0 and 1. 
n=300; 
e=[0 0.01 0.05 0.1]; % Noise Level 

 

%% Run analysis and Read original responses from the data files 
[U_L,U_M,U_R1,U_R2,A_L,A_M,A_R1,A_R2]=RunAnalysis_Original_Response... 
    (Node,bridge,train,ext,ext_spr,material,inst); 
%% Add Noise and create input and outputs 
[Damage_Cases2,Damage_Indices_acc2,Damage_Indices_disp2]... 
    =AnnParam_SameStdNoise(Node,bridge,ext,ext_spr,e,... 
    U_L,U_M,U_R1,U_R2,A_L,A_M,A_R1,A_R2);

 

Appendix 
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A.2 RunAnalysis_Original_Response.m 
function 

[U_L,U_M,U_R1,U_R2,A_L,A_M,A_R1,A_R2]=RunAnalysis_Original_Response... 
    (Node,bridge,train,ext,ext_spr,material,inst) 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Output: U  displacement 
%        A  acceleration 
%        L  left quarter point 
%        M  midpoint 
%        R1 first point of the right span 
%        R2 first point of the left span 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%% Model Input Parameters 
L=bridge(1); 
el=Node-1; %Number of elements 
l=bridge(6); 

% number from which element damage begins to occured 
be=1:(l/(L/el)):(Node-(l/(L/el))); 
%% Create Abaqus Bridge Model both in Undamaged and Damaged Cases in beam 
for i=1:length(ext) 
    extent=ext(i); 

if extent==0 
        [WriteBridge]=CreateUndamagedModel(Node,bridge,train,material,inst); 
        dos(['abaqus job=' WriteBridge '.inp interactive']); 
        [U_Left,U_Mid,U_Right1,U_Right2,... 
            A_Left,A_Mid,A_Right1,A_Right2]=Read_Resp_Un; 

        ts=(length(ext)-1)*length(be)+2*length(ext_spr)+1; % total sample 

        U_L=zeros(length(U_Left), ts); U_L(:,1)=U_Left; 

        U_M=zeros(length(U_Mid), ts); U_M(:,1)=U_Mid; 

        U_R1=zeros(length(U_Right1), ts); U_R1(:,1)=U_Right1; 

        U_R2=zeros(length(U_Right2), ts); A_R2(:,1)=U_Right2; 

        A_L=zeros(length(A_Left), ts); A_L(:,1)=A_Left; 

        A_M=zeros(length(A_Mid), ts); A_M(:,1)=A_Mid; 

        A_R1=zeros(length(A_Right1), ts); A_R1(:,1)=A_Right1; 

        A_R2=zeros(length(A_Right2), ts); A_R2(:,1)=A_Right2; 

else 
for j=1:length(be) 

            x=be(j);  

[WriteBridge]=CreateSingleDamagedModel(Node,bridge,... 
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train,extent,x,material,inst); 
            dos(['abaqus job=' WriteBridge '.inp interactive']); 
            column=j+(i-2)*length(be); 
            [u_Left,u_Mid,u_Right1,u_Right2,... 
            a_Left,a_Mid,a_Right1,a_Right2]=Read_Resp_D(extent,x,l); 
            U_L(:,column+1)=u_Left; U_M(:,column+1)=u_Mid; 
            U_R1(:,column+1)=u_Right1; U_R2(:,column+1)=u_Right2; 
            A_L(:,column+1)=a_Left; A_M(:,column+1)=a_Mid; 
            A_R1(:,column+1)=a_Right1; A_R2(:,column+1)=a_Right2; 

end 
end 

end 
%% Create Abaqus Bridge Model both in Undamaged and Damaged Cases in spring 
for i=1:length(ext_spr) 
    extent=ext_spr(i); 

for j=length(1:el)+1:length(1:el)+2 
        x=j; 

 [WriteBridge]=CreateSingleDamagedInSpringModel(Node,bridge,... 

train,extent,x,material,inst); 
        dos(['abaqus job=' WriteBridge '.inp interactive']); 
        column=(length(ext)-1)*length(be)+(j-length(1:el))+(i-1)*2; 
        [u_Left,u_Mid,u_Right1,u_Right2,... 
        a_Left,a_Mid,a_Right1,a_Right2]=Read_Response_Damaged(extent,x,l); 
        U_L(:,column+1)=u_Left; U_M(:,column+1)=u_Mid; 
        U_R1(:,column+1)=u_Right1; U_R2(:,column+1)=u_Right2; 
        A_L(:,column+1)=a_Left; A_M(:,column+1)=a_Mid; 
        A_R1(:,column+1)=a_Right1; A_R2(:,column+1)=a_Right2; 

end 
end

 

A.3 CreatePaForMovingLoad.m 
function [Pa]=CreatPaForMovingLoad(type) 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Input: 
%      type: 
%             Swedish Steel Arrow train: type=11 
%             HSLM-A trains according to Eurocode: type=1-10 
% Output:  
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%       Pa    a matrix containing the load definition;  
%             Pa(:, 1) = distance 
%             Pa(:, 2) = axle load 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% HSLM A Trains, Type: 1-10 
if type<=10  
    N=[18 17 16 15 14 13 13 12 11 11]; %number of intermediate coaches 
    D=[18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27];%coach length(m) 
    d=[2 3.5 2 3 2 2 2 2.5 2 2];%bogi-axle spacing(m) 
    P=[170 200 180 190 170 180 190 190 210 210];%point force(KN) 
    N=N(type);D=D(type);d=d(type);P=P(type); 
    da=D-d; 
    Pa=zeros(7+N*2+7,2); 
    for i=1:7+N*2+7 
        Pa(i,2)=P; 
    end 
    Pa(1,1)=0;Pa(2,1)=3;Pa(3,1)=14; Pa(4,1)=17; 

Pa(5,1)=20.525;Pa(6,1)=Pa(5,1)+d; Pa(7,1)=Pa(6,1)+(D-1.5*d-3.525/2); 

    for i=8:7+N*2+1 
        if mod(i,2)==0 
            Pa(i,1)=Pa(i-1,1)+d; 
        else 
            Pa(i,1)=Pa(i-1,1)+da; 
        end 
    end 
    for i=7+N*2+2:7+N*2+7 
        Pa(i,1)=Pa(i-1,1)+(Pa(8-(i-(7+2*N+1)),1)-Pa(7-(i-(7+2*N+1)),1)); 
    end 
% Swedish Steel Arrow, type=11    
else 
    if type==11  
        N=26; %number of intermediate coaches 
        d=[1.8 6.8 3.5];%Axle spacing(m) 
        P=[195 300]; %Point Force(kN) 
        Pa=zeros(8+4*N,2); 
        for i=1:8 
            Pa(i,2)=P(1); 
        end 
        for i=9:8+4*N 
            Pa(i,2)=P(2); 
        end 
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        Pa(1,1)=0;Pa(2,1)=2.7 (3,1)=7.7;Pa(4,1)=10.4;Pa(5,1)=15.52; 
        Pa(6,1)=18.22;Pa(7,1)=23.22;Pa(8,1)=25.92;Pa(9,1)=30.23; 
        for i=10:8+4*N 
            if mod(i,2)==0 
                Pa(i,1)=Pa(i-1,1)+d(1); 
            else 
                if mod(i,4)==1 
                    Pa(i,1)=Pa(i-1,1)+d(3); 
                else 
                    Pa(i,1)=Pa(i-1,1)+d(2); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end

 

A.4 CreateAMP.m 
function [Pa,TRAIN,Nodes]=CreateAMP(el,L,train) 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% used to create load amplitude function 
% Output:  
%      Pa    a matrix containing the load definition;  
%             Pa(:, 1) = distance 
%             Pa(:, 2) = axle load 

%    TRAIN   cell containing load time history  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
type=train(1); % Train type 
% Train speed  
v=train(2)/3.6; %in(m) 
% Create cell to store amplitude function 
TRAIN=cell(1,1); 
%Call function to get train bogie parameters 
[Pa]=CreatPaForMovingLoad(type); 
TRAINLOAD=Pa(:,2); 
TRAINDIST=Pa(:,1); 
%Nodes vector  
Nodes=0:L/el:L;  
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% Distance between two nodes  
Mesh=abs(Nodes(2)-Nodes(1));  
% Time before train enters bridge  
tbefore=-Mesh/v;  

 

% Time when load reaches node i  
TIME=[];  
TIME=[tbefore];  
for i=1:length(Nodes)+1  
    ti=tbefore+i*Mesh/v;  
    TIME=[TIME ti];  
end  
% Time vector for one load (one row=one moment)  
AMPtime=[];  
for i = 2:length(TIME)-1  
    AMPtime = [AMPtime ; TIME(i-1) TIME(i) TIME(i+1)];  
end 
%Creating train time vector from the distance vector "TRAINDIST"  
TRAINTIME=TRAINDIST/v;  

 

AMPTIME=[];  
for i=1:length(TRAINTIME)  
%one row=one node, each 3 column=one load at 3 moments(enter,on,leave) 
    AMPTIME=[AMPTIME AMPtime+TRAINTIME(i)];  
end 
%Amplitude load functions for one unit load  
AMPload = [zeros(size(AMPtime,1),1) ones(size(AMPtime,1),1) ... 
    zeros(size(AMPtime,1),1)];  
%Amplitude load function FOR THE WHOLE TRAIN  
AMPLOAD=[];  
for i=1:length(TRAINTIME)  
%one row=one node, each 3 column=one load at 3 moments(enter,on,leave) 
    AMPLOAD= [AMPLOAD AMPload*TRAINLOAD(i)];  
end 
%% COMBINING TIME AND LOAD FUNCTION  
AMP = [];  
for i = 1:size(AMPTIME,2)  
    AMP = [AMP AMPTIME(1:end,i)];  
    AMP = [AMP AMPLOAD(1:end,i)];  
end 
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s = struct('AMP', AMP , 'TRAINTIME', TRAINTIME, 'AMPLOAD', AMPLOAD);  
TRAIN{1,1}=s; 

 

A.5 CreateSingleDamageModel.m 
function [WriteBridge]=CreateSingleDamagedModel... 

(Node,bridge,train,extent,x,material,inst) 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% A function used to create the Abaqus Input file for 2-D bridge models  
% with a single successive damage. 
% Input: 
%       Node:       Number of nodes 
%       bridge:     [length density E I area damage_length SpringStiffness] 
%                     Unit:(m)(kg/m^3)(pa)(m^4)(m^2)(m)(pa) 
%       train:      [type, velocity(km/h)] 
%                     type 1-10 HSLM-A according to EuroCode 
%                     type  11  Swedish Steel Arrow 
%       material:   Material 
%       inst:       Instance name 
%       extent:     Damage extent between 0 to 1 
%       x:           Element number where damages start to show up 
% Output: 
%     WriteBridge:  the model input file ready to import into Abaqus 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%% Name of the output file created 
l=bridge(6); 
WriteBridge=['Bridge_Damaged_ext' num2str(extent*100) '_x='... 

 num2str(x) '_l=' num2str(l)]; 
%% Bridge Parameters 
L=bridge(1);m=bridge(2);E=bridge(3);I11=bridge(4);A=bridge(5);K=bridge(7); 
I12=0;I22=0; 
% Damping ratio 
if (L<20)  
    if strcmp(material,'steel') || strcmp(material,'composite')  
        damping=(0.5+0.125*(20-L))/100;  
    elseif strcmp(material,'prestressed_concrete')  
        damping=(1.0+0.07*(20-L))/100;  
    elseif strcmp(material,'filler_beam') || 

strcmp(material,'reinforced_concrete')  
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        damping=(1.5+0.07*(20-L))/100;  
    end 
elseif (L>=20)  
    if (strcmp(material,'steel') || strcmp(material,'composite')) 
        damping=0.5/100;  
    elseif strcmp(material,'prestressed_concrete')  
        damping=1.0/100;  
    elseif strcmp(material,'filler_beam') || 

strcmp(material,'reinforced_concrete')  
        damping=1.5/100;  
    end 
end 

 

%% Model Basic Parameters 
MidlNode=(Node+1)/2;LeftNode=(MidlNode+1)/2; 
RightNode1=MidlNode+(MidlNode-1)/3;RightNode2=MidlNode+2*(MidlNode-1)/3; 
el=Node-1; %Number of element 
ell=L/el; %Length of each element 
modes=30;%Number of mode 

 

%% Function to Create Load 
[Pa,TRAIN,Nodes]=CreateAMP(el,L,train); 

 

%% Abaqus Input Heading Text 
WriteFile=fopen([WriteBridge '.inp'],'w+'); 
Text=['*Heading\n'... 
'** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE Version 6.10-1\n'... 
'*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO\n'... 
    ];  
    fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

%% Create Nodes 
Text=['*Part, name=BEAM-1\n'... 
'*NODE\n'... 
'1, 0, 0\n'... 
    num2str(Node) ', ' num2str(L) ', 0\n'... 
'*NGEN, nset=BridgeNode\n'... 
'1, ' num2str(Node) ', ' num2str(ell) '\n'... 
    ]; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 
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%% Create Elements 
Text='*Element, type=B23, elset=BridgeBeam\n'; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

for i=1:el 
Text=[num2str(i) ', ' num2str(i) ', ' num2str(i+1) ' \n'... 
    ]; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 
end 

 

Text=['*Element, type=spring1, elset=SprVert\n'... 
    num2str(el+1) ', 1\n'... 
'*Spring,elset=SprVert\n'... 
'2 \n'... 
    num2str(K) '\n'... 
'*Element, type=spring1, elset=SprHoz\n'... 
    num2str(el+2) ', 1\n'... 
'*Spring,elset=SprHoz\n'... 
'1\n'... 
    num2str(K) '\n'... 
    ]; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

% Set for Measurement Points 
Text=['*Nset, nset=MeasurePoints\n'... 
    num2str(LeftNode) ', '... 
    num2str(MidlNode) ', '... 
    num2str(RightNode1) ', '... 
    num2str(RightNode2) ',\n'... 
    ]; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

% Set for the end-points 
Text=['*Nset, nset=RightEnd\n'... 
    num2str(Node) ' ,\n'... 
    ]; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

% Set for the undamaged and damaged parts 
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if x==1 
    Text=['*Elset, elset="damaged part", generate\n'... 
'1, ' num2str(l/ell) ', 1\n'... 
'*Elset, elset="undamaged part", generate\n'... 
        num2str(l/ell+1) ', ' num2str(el) ', 1\n'... 
        ]; 
elseif x==Node-(l/ell) 
    Text=['*Elset, elset="damaged part", generate\n'... 
        num2str(x) ', ' num2str(x+(l/ell-1)) ', 1\n'... 
'*Elset, elset="undamaged part", generate\n'... 
'1, ' num2str(x-1) ', 1\n'... 
        ];     
else 
    Text=['*Elset, elset="undamaged part1", generate\n'... 
'1, ' num2str(x-1) ', 1\n'... 
'*Elset, elset="damaged part", generate\n'... 
        num2str(x) ', ' num2str(x+(l/ell-1)) ', 1\n'... 
'*Elset, elset="undamaged part2", generate\n'... 
        num2str(x+l/ell) ', ' num2str(el) ', 1\n'... 
        ]; 
end 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

%% Create and Assign Sections 
Text=['*Beam General Section, Elset="damaged part", Density=' num2str(m)  ', 

Section=GENERAL\n'... 
    num2str(A) ' ,' num2str(I11) ' ,' num2str(I12) ' ,' num2str(I22) ', 

0\n'... 
'0, 0, -1\n'... 
    num2str(E*(1-extent)) ', ' num2str(E*(1-extent)/2/1.3) '\n'... 
'** \n'... 
    ]; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

if x==1 || x==Node-(l/ell) 
    Text=['*Beam General Section, Elset="undamaged part", Density=' 

num2str(m)  ', Section=GENERAL\n'... 
    num2str(A) ' ,' num2str(I11) ' ,' num2str(I12) ' ,' num2str(I22) ', 

0\n'... 
'0, 0, -1\n'... 
    num2str(E) ', ' num2str(E/2/1.3) '\n'... 
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'** \n'... 
    ];       
else 
    Text=['*Beam General Section, Elset="undamaged part1", Density=' 

num2str(m)  ', Section=GENERAL\n'... 
    num2str(A) ' ,' num2str(I11) ' ,' num2str(I12) ' ,' num2str(I22) ', 

0\n'... 
'0, 0, -1\n'... 
    num2str(E) ', ' num2str(E/2/1.3) '\n'... 
'*Beam General Section, Elset="undamaged part2", Density=' num2str(m)  ', 

Section=GENERAL\n'... 
    num2str(A) ' ,' num2str(I11) ' ,' num2str(I12) ' ,' num2str(I22) ', 

0\n'... 
'0, 0, -1\n'... 
    num2str(E) ', ' num2str(E/2/1.3) '\n'... 
    ]; 
end 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 
Text='*End Part\n'; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

%% Assemble the model 
Text=['*Assembly, name=Assembly\n'... 
'*Instance, name=beam-1, part=beam-1\n'... 
'*End Instance\n'... 
'*End Assembly\n'... 
    ]; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

% Extract Parameters from cell TRAIN 
TRAINTIME=TRAIN{1,1}.TRAINTIME;  
AMPLOAD=TRAIN{1,1}.AMPLOAD;  
AMP=TRAIN{1,1}.AMP;  

 

% Every 8 rows, change the row because it is the maximum number of  
% elements we can have on ABAQUS  
AmpFormat='';  
for j=1:size(AMPLOAD,2)*2  
    if j==size(AMPLOAD,2)*2 && any(8:8:length(AmpFormat)==j)~=1  
        AmpFormat=[AmpFormat '%.7f '];  
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    elseif any(8:8:length(AmpFormat)==j)==1  
        AmpFormat=[AmpFormat '%.7f\n'];  
    else 
        AmpFormat=[AmpFormat '%.7f, ']; 
    end 
end 

 

%% Define the Amplitude Function 
for i=1:size(AMP,1)  
    Text=['*Amplitude, name=AmpN' num2str(i) '\n'... 
        num2str(AMP(i,:), AmpFormat) '\n'];  
    fprintf(WriteFile,Text);  
end 

 

%% Boundary Conditions 
Text=['*Boundary\n'... 
'beam-1.RightEnd, 2, 2, 0\n'... 
    ];  
 fprintf(WriteFile,Text);  

 

%% Eigenvalue Calculation 
Text='** Frequency ** \n'; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

Text=['*STEP, name=Freq, perturbation\n'... 
'*FREQUENCY, eigensolver=Lanczos, acoustic coupling=on, 

normalization=displacement\n'... 
     num2str(modes) ', , , , ,\n'... 
'*RESTART, WRITE, Frequency=0\n'... 
'*Output, Field\n'... 
'*Node Output\n'... 
'COORD, UT\n'... 
'*NODE PRINT, Nset=' inst '.BridgeNode, mode=1, Last mode=30\n'... 
'U1,U2,UR3\n'... 
'*END STEP\n'... 
     ];  
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

%% Global Stiffness Matrix 
Text='** Matrices ** \n'; 
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fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

Text=['*STEP\n'... 
'*Matrix Generate, Stiffness, Mass, Viscous Damping\n'... 
'*END STEP\n'... 
    ];  
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

%% Applying Load 
Text='** Applying Load induced by Train Passing ** \n'; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

Timeperiod=ceil(2*(L+max(max(Pa,[],1)))/(train(2)/3.6)); 
Text=['*STEP, name="Apply Load", perturbation\n'... 
'*Modal Dynamic, continue=NO\n'... 
'0.003, ' num2str(Timeperiod) '\n'... 
'*Modal Damping\n'... 
'1, 30, ' num2str(damping) '\n'... 
     ];  
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

% Load Definition 
Text='** LOADS ** \n'; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text); 

 

for i=1:length(Nodes)  
    Text= ['** Name: AmpLoad' int2str(i) ... 
' Type: Concentrated force\n'... 
'*CLOAD, AMPLITUDE=AmpN' num2str(i) '\n'... 
        inst '.' num2str(i) ', 2, -1000 \n'];  
    fprintf(WriteFile,Text);  
end 

 

Text=['*Output, field\n'... 
'*Node Output\n'... 
'COORD,UT\n'... 
'*Output, history, frequency=10\n'... 
'*Node Output, nset=' inst '.MeasurePoints\n'... 
'TA2, TF2, TU2, TA1, TF1, TU1\n'... 
'*Node Print, nset=' inst '.MeasurePoints\n'... 
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'TU2, TA2, TU1, TA1\n'... 
'*End Step\n'... 
    ]; 
fprintf(WriteFile,Text);

 

A.6 Read_Resp_D.m 
function [u_Left,u_Mid,u_Right1,u_Right2,... 

    a_Left,a_Mid,a_Right1,a_Right2]=Read_Resp_D(extent,x,l) 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%Output(Damaged Case): 

%  Variances of each 4 measurement nodes and Covariance between each pair 

%  1: Mid  2: Left 3: Right1 4: Right2 

%  _disp: displacement; _acc: acceleration 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%% Read the Displacement from the data file (Damaged Case) 

fid=fopen(['Bridge_Damaged_ext' num2str(extent*100) '_x=' num2str(x) '_l=' 

num2str(l) '.dat'], 'r'); 

u_Values=[]; 

a_Values=[]; 

LineText=fgetl(fid); 

while strcmp(LineText, '          THE ANALYSIS HAS BEEN COMPLETED')~=1 

    LineText=fgetl(fid); 

    if strcmp(LineText, '                        S T E P       3     M O D 

A L   D Y N A M I C   A N A L Y S I S')==1 

        LineText=fgetl(fid); 

        while strcmp(LineText, '          THE ANALYSIS HAS BEEN 

COMPLETED')~=1 

            LineText=fgetl(fid); 

        if (length(LineText))>8 

        if strcmp(LineText(1:11),'         22')==1 

                u_Values=[u_Values; sscanf(LineText, '%*s %f %*f %*f %*f')];  

                a_Values=[a_Values; sscanf(LineText, '%*s %*f %f %*f %*f')]; 

                LineText=fgetl(fid); 

                u_Values=[u_Values; sscanf(LineText, '%*s %f %*f %*f %*f')];  

                a_Values=[a_Values; sscanf(LineText, '%*s %*f %f %*f %*f')]; 

                LineText=fgetl(fid); 

                u_Values=[u_Values; sscanf(LineText, '%*s %f %*f %*f %*f')];  

                a_Values=[a_Values; sscanf(LineText, '%*s %*f %f %*f %*f')];    
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                LineText=fgetl(fid); 

                u_Values=[u_Values; sscanf(LineText, '%*s %f %*f %*f %*f')];  

                a_Values=[a_Values; sscanf(LineText, '%*s %*f %f %*f %*f')]; 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

fclose('all'); 

%% Seperate the Displacement to each measuring point 

u_Mid=zeros(1,length(u_Values)/4); u_Left=zeros(1,length(u_Values)/4); 

u_Right1=zeros(1,length(u_Values)/4); u_Right2=zeros(1,length(u_Values)/4); 

for i=1:length(u_Values)/4 

    u_Left(1,i)=u_Values(4*i-3); u_Mid(1,i)=u_Values(4*i-2);  

    u_Right1(1,i)=u_Values(4*i-1); u_Right2(1,i)=u_Values(4*i);  

end 

%% Seperate the Acceleration to each measuring point 

a_Mid=zeros(1,length(a_Values)/4); a_Left=zeros(1,length(a_Values)/4); 

a_Right1=zeros(1,length(a_Values)/4); a_Right2=zeros(1,length(a_Values)/4); 

for i=1:length(a_Values)/4 

    a_Left(1,i)=a_Values(4*i-3); a_Mid(1,i)=a_Values(4*i-2);  

    a_Right1(1,i)=a_Values(4*i-1); a_Right2(1,i)=a_Values(4*i);  

end

 

A.7 AnnParam_SameStdNoise.m 
function [Damage_Cases2,DamageIndex_a2,Damage_Index_d2]... 

    =AnnParam_SameStdNoise(Node,bridge,ext,ext_spr,e,... 

    U_L,U_M,U_R1,U_R2,A_L,A_M,A_R1,A_R2) 

%% Model Input Parameters 

L=bridge(1); 

el=Node-1; %Number of elements 

l=bridge(6); 

be=1:(l/(L/el)):(Node-(l/(L/el))); 

%% Create Abaqus Bridge Model both in Undamaged and Damaged Cases 

tc=(length(ext)-1)*length(be)+2*length(ext_spr); % total cases 

DamageIndex_d2=zeros(10*length(e),tc); 

DamageIndex_a2=zeros(10*length(e),tc); 

Damage_Cases2=zeros(2*length(e),(tc); 
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for i=1:length(ext) 

    extent=ext(i); 

    if extent==0 

        U_Left=U_L(:,1);U_Mid=U_M(:,1); 

        U_Right1=U_R1(:,1);U_Right2=U_R2(:,1); 

        A_Left=A_L(:,1);A_Mid=A_M(:,1); 

        A_Right1=A_R1(:,1);A_Right2=A_R2(:,1); 

        STDU=[std(U_Left) std(U_Mid) std(U_Right1) std(U_Right2)];  

        STDA=[std(A_Left) std(A_Mid) std(A_Right1) std(A_Right2)];  

         [Input_Un]=AnnInput_Un(e,U_Left,U_Mid,U_Right1, ... 

           U_Right2,A_Left,A_Mid,A_Right1,A_Right2,STDU,STDA); 

    else 

        for j=1:length(be) 

            x=be(j); 

            column=j+(i-2)*length(be); 

            u_Left=U_L(:,column+1);u_Mid=U_M(:,column+1); 

            u_Right1=U_R1(:,column+1);u_Right2=U_R2(:,column+1); 

            a_Left=A_L(:,column+1);a_Mid=A_M(:,column+1); 

            a_Right1=A_R1(:,column+1);a_Right2=A_R2(:,column+1); 

            [Input_D]= AnnInput_D(e,u_Left,u_Mid,u_Right1,u_Right2, ... 

              a_Left,a_Mid,a_Right1,a_Right2,STDU,STDA); 

            for m=1:length(e) 

% Calculation for the Damage Case Matrix 

                Damage_Cases2(1+(m-1)*2,column)=x; 

                Damage_Cases2(2+(m-1)*2,column)=ext(i); 

                lo=(m-1)*10; 

% Calculation for the Changes of displacements 

 for n=1:10 

                DamageIndex_d2(lo+n,column)=Input_D(m,n)-Input_U(m,n); 

% Calculation for the Changes of accelerations 

                DamageIndex_a2(lo+n,column)=Input_D(m,10+n)-Input_U(m,10+n); 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end
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A.8 AnnInput_D.m 
function 

[Input_D]=AnnInput_D(e,u_Left,u_Mid,u_Right1,u_Right2,a_Left,a_Mid,a_Right1

,a_Right2,STDU,STDA) 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%Output(Damaged Case): 

% 

%  Variances of each 4 measurement nodes and Covariances between each pair 

%  1: Mid  2: Left 3: Right1 4: Right2 

%  _disp: displacement; _acc: acceleration 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

%% Read the Displacement from the data file (Damaged Case) 

L=length(u_Mid); 

Input_D=zeros(length(e),20); 

for j=1:length(e) 

    ne=e(j); 

%% Add White Gaussian Noise to the responses 

    y_Mid=u_Mid+normrnd(0,ne*STDU(2),[L 1]); 

    y_Left=u_Left+normrnd(0,ne*STDU(1),[L 1]); 

    y_Right1=u_Right1+normrnd(0,ne*STDU(3),[L 1]); 

    y_Right2=u_Right2+normrnd(0,ne*STDU(4),[L 1]); 

 

    ac_Mid=a_Mid+normrnd(0,ne*STDA(2),[L 1]); 

    ac_Left=a_Left+normrnd(0,ne*STDA(1),[L 1]); 

    ac_Right1=a_Right1+normrnd(0,ne*STDA(3),[L 1]); 

    ac_Right2=a_Right2+normrnd(0,ne*STDA(4),[L 1]); 

 

%% InputVector for displacement 

    Input_D(j,1)=var(y_Mid); Input_D(j,2)=var(y_Left); 

    Input_D(j,3)=var(y_Right1); Input_D(j,4)=var(y_Right2); 

 

    cov12_disp=cov(y_Mid,y_Left); Input_D(j,5)=cov12_disp(1,2); 

    cov13_disp=cov(y_Mid,y_Right1); Input_D(j,6)=cov13_disp(1,2); 

    cov14_disp=cov(y_Mid,y_Right2); Input_D(j,7)=cov14_disp(1,2); 

    cov23_disp=cov(y_Left,y_Right1); Input_D(j,8)=cov23_disp(1,2); 

    cov24_disp=cov(y_Left,y_Right2); Input_D(j,9)=cov24_disp(1,2); 

    cov34_disp=cov(y_Right1,y_Right2); Input_D(j,10)=cov34_disp(1,2); 

 

%% InputVector for acceleration 
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    Input_D(j,11)=var(ac_Mid); Input_D(j,12)=var(ac_Left); 

    Input_D(j,13)=var(ac_Right1); Input_D(j,14)=var(ac_Right2); 

 

    cov12_acc=cov(ac_Mid,ac_Left); Input_D(j,15)=cov12_acc(1,2); 

    cov13_acc=cov(ac_Mid,ac_Right1); Input_D(j,16)=cov13_acc(1,2); 

    cov14_acc=cov(ac_Mid,ac_Right2); Input_D(j,17)=cov14_acc(1,2); 

    cov23_acc=cov(ac_Left,ac_Right1); Input_D(j,18)=cov23_acc(1,2); 

    cov24_acc=cov(ac_Left,ac_Right2); Input_D(j,19)=cov24_acc(1,2); 

    cov34_acc=cov(ac_Right1,ac_Right2); Input_D(j,20)=cov34_acc(1,2); 

end

 

A.9 Neural Network training 
%%Step 1, Main code, training network for damage location detection% 

clear all 

clc 

% Load data 

load Ann_Params 

% Select data and normalize 

[Input_ANN_acc,Input_ANN_disp,Target_ANN_acc,Target_ANN_disp]=... 

Select_loc_mid(Damage_Cases2,DamageIndex_a2,DamageIndex_d2); 

% Network for acceleration 

[net_fdloc,results_disp] = ANN_numneurons_loc_disp... 

(Input_ANN_disp,Target_ANN_disp); 

 

% Select data and normalize, prepare data for training% 

function [Input_ANN_acc,Input_ANN_disp,Target_ANN_acc,Target_ANN_disp]=... 

Select_loc_mid(Damage_Cases2,DamageIndex_a2,DamageIndex_d2) 

% Select data with 5% noise 

Damage_acc = [DamageIndex_a2(21:30,:); Damage_Cases2(1:2,:)]; 

Damage_disp = [DamageIndex_d2(21:30,:); Damage_Cases2(1:2,:)]; 

% for acceleration 

Damage_acc_mid = []; 

for i = 0:1:5 

    Damage_acc_mid1 = Damage_acc (:,(6+i*84):1:(79+i*84)); 

    Damage_acc_mid =  [Damage_acc_mid Damage_acc_mid1]; 

end 

% for displacement 

Damage_disp_mid = []; 
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for i = 0:1:5 

    Damage_disp_mid1 = Damage_disp (:,(6+i*84):1:(79+i*84)); 

    Damage_disp_mid =  [Damage_disp_mid Damage_disp_mid1]; 

end 

% Arbitrary ordering data 

x = randperm (444); 

Damage_acc1 = Damage_acc_mid(:,x) ; 

Damage_disp1 = Damage_disp_mid(:,x) ; 

% Divide data into input and target 

Input_ANN_acc = Damage_acc1(1:1:10,:) ; 

Input_ANN_disp = Damage_disp1(1:1:10,:) ; 

Target_ANN_acc = Damage_acc1(11:12,:) ; 

Target_ANN_disp = Damage_disp1(11:12,:) ; 

% Normalize input data to (0.1~0.9) 

% For acceleration 

p=Input_ANN_acc; 

for i=1:10 

    p(i,:)= 0.1+(p(i,:)-min(p(i,:)))/(max(p(i,:)-min(p(i,:))))*0.8; 

end 

Input_ANN_acc = p; 

%for displacement 

p=Input_ANN_disp; 

for i=1:10 

    p(i,:)= 0.1+(p(i,:)-min(p(i,:)))/(max(p(i,:)-min(p(i,:))))*0.8; 

end 

Input_ANN_disp = p; 

 

% ANN damage location detection base on displacement% 

function [net_fdloc,results_disp] = ANN_numneurons_loc_disp... 

(Input_ANN_disp,Target_ANN_disp) 

% assign input and target 

Input_ANN = Input_ANN_disp; 

Target_ANN = Target_ANN_disp; 

% set input data and target data 

inputs = Input_ANN(:,1:344); 

targets = Target_ANN(1,1:344); 

% number of neurons in hidden layer 

numHiddenNeurons = 19%[15:1:23]; 

% number of ephoch (iteration) 

iteration = 5000; 

% algrithm 
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algrithm = 'trainlm'; 

% mse goal 

goal = 1e-5;   

% matrix of result 

results_disp = []; 

len = length(numHiddenNeurons); 

for i = 1: len 

numHN = numHiddenNeurons(i); 

% create a new fit network(net_fixd_support_displacement_location) 

net_fdloc = newfit(inputs,targets,numHN);  

inputWeights=net_fdloc.IW{1,1} ; 

inputbias=net_fdloc.b{1} ; 

layerWeights=net_fdloc.LW{2,1};  

layerbias=net_fdloc.b{2} ; 

% Initiate network 

net_fdloc = init(net_fdloc); 

% divide the sample into two groups, 90% are training samples and 10% are 

% test samples 

net_fdloc.divideParam.trainRatio = 90/100;   

net_fdloc.divideParam.testRatio = 10/100;   

%  Use LM algarithm 

net_fdloc.trainFcn=algrithm;            

%  set stop condition 

% Maximum Number of Training Epochs (Iterations) 

net_fdloc.trainParam.epochs = iteration;    

% Minimun gradiant magnitude 

net_fdloc.trainParam.min_grad = 1e-50;    

% Minimum Performance Value 

net_fdloc.trainParam.goal = goal;     

% Set validation fail number 

net_fdloc.trainParam.max_fail = 30000;    

% Training the network 

[net_fdloc,tr]=train(net_fdloc,inputs,targets);  

% use the network to simulate another group of measurement 

rinput = Input_ANN(:,345:444); 

rtarget= Target_ANN(1,345:444); 

Damage = sim(net_fdloc, rinput); 

Damage = round(Damage); 

% compare the  

result_compare_fdloc = [rtarget' Damage']; 

end 
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% ANN damage location detection base on acceleration% 

function [net_faloc,results_acc] = ANN_numneurons_loc_acc... 

(Input_ANN_acc,Target_ANN_acc,Input_ANN_disp,Target_ANN_disp) 

% assign input and target 

Input_ANN = Input_ANN_acc; 

Target_ANN = Target_ANN_acc; 

% set input data and target data 

inputs = Input_ANN(:,1:344); 

targets = Target_ANN(1,1:344); 

% number of neurons in hidden layer 

numHiddenNeurons = [17 19]%[8:1:25]; 

% number of ephoch (iteration) 

iteration = 5000; 

% algrithm 

algrithm = 'trainlm'; 

% mse goal 

goal = 1e-4;   

% matrix of result 

results_acc = []; 

numHN1 = numHiddenNeurons(1); 

% create a new fit network(net_fixd_support_displacement_location) 

net_faloc = newfit(inputs,targets,numHN1);  

inputWeights=net_faloc.IW{1,1} ; 

inputbias=net_faloc.b{1} ; 

layerWeights=net_faloc.LW{2,1};  

layerbias=net_faloc.b{2} ; 

% Initiate network 

net_faloc = init(net_faloc); 

% divide the sample into two groups, 90% are training samples and 10% are 

% test samples 

net_faloc.divideParam.trainRatio = 90/100;   

net_faloc.divideParam.testRatio = 10/100;   

%  Use LM algarithm 

net_faloc.trainFcn=algrithm;            

%  set stop condition 

% Maximum Number of Training Epochs (Iterations) 

net_faloc.trainParam.epochs = iteration;    

% Minimun gradiant magnitude 

net_faloc.trainParam.min_grad = 1e-50;    

% Minimum Performance Value 
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net_faloc.trainParam.goal = goal;     

% Set validation fail number 

net_faloc.trainParam.max_fail = 30000;    

% Training the network 

[net_faloc,tr]=train(net_faloc,inputs,targets);  

% use the network to simulate another group of measurement 

rinput = Input_ANN(:,345:444); 

rtarget= Target_ANN(1,345:444); 

Damage = sim(net_faloc, rinput); 

Damage = round(Damage); 

% compare the  

result_compare_faloc = [rtarget' Damage']; 

%% Step 2: Damage Severity Detection, training network for damage severity 

detection 

%set input data and target data 

n = length(Input_ANN_disp)-100 

Input_ANN = Input_ANN_disp; 

Target_ANN = Target_ANN_disp; 

inputs = [Input_ANN(:,1:n);Target_ANN(1,1:n)]; 

targets = Target_ANN(2,1:n); 

 

%% Create a new fit network(net_fixd_support_displacement_location) 

iteration = 2000; 

numHN2 = numHiddenNeurons(2); 

 

net_fdext = newfit(inputs,targets,numHN2);  

inputWeights=net_fdext.IW{1,1} ; 

inputbias=net_fdext.b{1} ; 

layerWeights=net_fdext.LW{2,1} ; 

layerbias=net_fdext.b{2} ; 

% Initiate network 

net_fdext = init(net_fdext); 

% divide the sample into two groups, 80% are training samples and 10% are 

test samples 

net_fdext.divideParam.trainRatio = 80/100;  % Adjust as desired 

net_fdext.divideParam.testRatio = 10/100;  % Adjust as desired 

%  Use LM algarithm 

net_fdext.trainFcn='trainlm';            

%  set stop condition 

% Maximum Number of Training Epochs (Iterations) 

net_fdext.trainParam.epochs = iteration;    
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% Minimum Performance Value 

net_fdext.trainParam.goal = 1e-6;     

% Set validation fail number 

net_fdext.trainParam.max_fail =2000;    

% Training the network 

[net_fdext,tr]=train(net_fdext,inputs,targets);  

 

%%  use the network to simulate another group of measurement 

rinput=[Input_ANN(:,(n+1):length(Input_ANN_disp));(results_disp(2:101,2))']; 

rtarget=Target_ANN(2,(n+1):length(Input_ANN_disp)); 

Damage = sim(net_fdext, rinput); 

result_compare_fdext = [rtarget' Damage']; 
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